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Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) is an area of artificial intelligence 
concerned with how to program computers to process and analyze 
large amounts of natural language data. 



The NLP hype
The current popularity of NLP is due to real breakthroughs and a master 
class in marketing.



NLP in the media



NLP in research

Deep Learning has caused a 
revolution in NLP

Many NLP applications have 
seen a jump in performance



NLP in industry

Machine Translation Natural Language 
Generation

CV/Vacancy Parsing



Many AI and NLP Projects Fail



Simple is not easy



Simple is not easy: machine translation



Simple is not easy: textual entailment



Simple is not easy: question answering



NLP has great promise
▪ Where companies process large volumes of text
▪ Where people perform repetitive tasks



Challenge 1: Great expectations
There are no such things as “natural language understanding” or 
“cognitive computing”.



Challenge 2: A lack of data

AI = data-hungry data = text + metadata data > algorithms



Challenge 3: There is no one size fits all

NLP models are 
language-specific

Most resources are 
English only

NLP models are 
domain-specific



Case Study 1: Named Entity Recognition
▪ Collaboration with a Dutch media company
▪ NER: identification of people, locations, organizations
▪ Specific domain: Dutch financial news



Case Study 1: Named Entity Recognition
▪ Start from a pre-trained solution,
▪ Collect a large set of news articles automatically,
▪ Label a small set of financial articles manually.



Case Study 2: Text exploration

▪ Explore messages people send to their 
city council

▪ Text clustering does not need labelled 
data.

▪ NLP model helps people make sense 
of a large collection of texts, not 
replace their work.



Case Study 3: Sentiment Analysis

▪ Sentiment analysis of French 
tweets

▪ Automatic collection of training 
data on the basis of hashtags 
and smileys

▪ Human interprets the results



Recommendations

Think about what you need
▪ Do you really need NLP (e.g. sentiment analysis vs. voting)?
▪ Focus on a task where the business value does not depend on 

getting an accuracy of 100%

Start small
▪ Focus on a small task first, not an entire workflow
▪ You don’t necessarily need deep learning
▪ Get people and computers to work together



Recommendations

Focus on data
▪ Start collecting domain-specific data and metadata now
▪ Mix and match data to get the best results
▪ Data is noisy: studying and cleaning data is time well spent

Iterate and improve
▪ Build a working prototype as quickly as possible
▪ Improvement and expansion are iterative processes
▪ Keep the bigger picture in mind
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